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Unmanned Detection Robot
Hannah Klooster
College of Engineering, Eastern Michigan University
Abstract
Our project is an Unmanned Thermal Detection Robot. Our robot contains a visual
camera, a sonar sensor, and a thermal sensor. This project involves hardware building and
coding of the sensors and robot itself. The purpose of this project is to create an accessible
and affordable unmanned robot with sensors capable of being able to detect human life
forms in disaster areas, or areas inaccessible to humans, and to protect the lives of rescuers,
find people in disaster areas quicker, and to help save lives. Our project has successfully
created an affordable robot that uses sensors to detect and avoid obstacles.
I. Introduction
Unmanned robots have been used
by police, the military, and other industries
to help save people’s lives. They are used to
look for and diffuse bombs, investigate
areas before sending in humans, and much
more. Our Unmanned Thermal Detection
Robot has this same potential; the ability to
save lives. With our project, we will create
an affordable unmanned robot that will be
able to detect human life forms, both
visually and with a thermal sensor, using
difference in heat between objects and the
environment. It will also be able to navigate
by itself and avoid obstacles. This project is
beneficial to disaster workers, those in
disasters, and other people who need a
thermal camera or visual camera sent into a
location inaccessible to humans.
II. Related Works
There are quite a few robotic
systems that use thermal sensors for
various purposes. Whether being used to

create 3D maps of landscape and buildings
[1], to detect human emotion and improve
upon human-robot interaction [2], or to
detect humans [3] for disaster detection or
for security systems [4], thermal sensors are
very useful and have many uses.
Using thermal sensors on robotics,
especially unmanned aerial vehicles, is very
popular in the military and other industries
[5]. Their mobility and ability to be compact
are two major features for their popularity
in carrying out tasks [5]. Unmanned aerial
vehicles are not the only unmanned robots
that are popular for using thermal sensors
however; unmanned ground vehicles and
unmanned underwater vehicles are popular
as well.
A. Human Detection with Thermal and
Visual Cameras
One project, by Rivera et al., that
uses unmanned aerial vehicles with thermal
sensors and visual cameras for human
detection is also using geolocation and
geotagging to mark the location of the

human figure [6] [7]. This project found that
cross referencing the thermal and the visual
images with each other improved the
accuracy and detection rate [8] [9].
In order to reduce computation time
of the images, they implemented preprepressing of the background, improving
the contrast on the images [10]. This helped
to emphasize the human body shape in the
images. They found that the thermal sensor
worked best at night, with a 63.25%
accuracy rate, and the visual camera
worked best during the day, with a 72.42%
accuracy rate [11].

Fig. 2. Images of Human Detection

Fig. 1. Human Detection Rate of Sensors
The thermal sensor has to detect the
difference between the environment and
the human figure; this is much stronger at
night which made the thermal sensor best
at night. The visual camera depended on
visible human features, which are best
spotted in the daytime.

This project, by Rivera et al.,
determined that the majority of the false
negatives and false positives were due to
factors such as hardware limitations and
image resolution, as well as lighting
conditions and the different types of
environments [11].
This study, by Rivera et al., found
that the structure of the two cameras and a
geolocation module on an unmanned aerial
vehicle was capable of searching for
humans in areas affected by disasters [12].
B. Thermal Sensors for Fire Detection
Using thermal sensors on robots
specifically to be used in dangerous
situations is not new. Robots have been
created to be used during firefighting with
the capability to classify different types of
fire and thermal reflections by use of a
thermal sensor [16].

The study, by Kim, Jo, and Lattimer,
discusses how conventional fire detection is
temperature based, but that new
technology is being developed to use vision,
color, motion, and texture features to
detect different types of fire [18].
They used long-wavelength infrared
cameras in their study [18] due to their
ability to image areas even with dense
smoke and low visibility in a room [19].
They had to program their system to
recognize different motion and texture
features of a room so that the thermal
image could best be analyzed [21].
Thermal images are very beneficial
in fire detection systems because they show
the fire (or heat) as a higher intensity than
the background. For their image analysis,
this group used the Otsu method [22] to
create a binary based cluster image with 0
being the background and 1 being any
objects that were picked up in the image.
This can be seen in Figure III. This made for
the image processing to happen faster [23].
This team, Kim, Jo, and Lattimer,
tested their fire detection system with
multiple types of material to create
different heat signatures and smoke levels
[24]. They were able to study the thermal
images obtained and find areas of interest
where the thermal image showed heat
signatures that the visual camera could not
obtain [24].

Fig. 3. Infrared Sensor Areas of Interest
This team found that grayscale 14-bit
images from an infrared camera worked
best to investigate and accurately classify
different types of fire and smoke [25].
C. Conclusion of Related Works
In the industry, different groups
have used thermal sensors to detect human
bodies, wildlife, and dangerous situations.
They have done this with thermal sensors
alone and in combination with visual
cameras as well. The main suggestion for
further research in this area is for further
specializing and perfecting the sensors to be
more accurate in their detection. Also,
finding new ways to use the sensors is also
an area to further research.
III. Theories and Coding Algorithms
A. Theories
One theory behind our thermal
detection robot is obstacle avoidance and
detection. This will be done with the use of
the thermal sensor, sonar sensor,
photosensor, and a bumper-like motion
sensor. If one of the sensors detects an
object in the robot’s path, the robot will

back up and turn either left or right to avoid
the object.

back up and turn to avoid the obstacle that
was hit.

i. Thermal Sensor - the theory of the
thermal sensor is to detect differences in
heat between the environment and objects
in the environment.

Another theory is thermal detection.
The theory and goal of our robot and
thermal sensor is to be able to detect heat
sources and go to them and use the visual
camera to confirm the source, but also to
avoid hitting the heat source.

ii. Sonar Sensor - the theory of the sonar
sensor is to send out pulse waves and
detect objects in the environment by the
time those pulse waves return to the
sensor.
The formula for the time interval between
the sending trigger wave and receiving echo
wave is: range = high level * velocity / 2
iii. Photosensor - the theory of the
photosensor is to detect differences in light
between the environment and objects in
the environment. The closer an object is to
the photosensor, the easier it is for the
photo-sensor to detect the light change.
This can be seen in the graph from the
TCRT5000 Photosensor part report from the
manufacturer in Figure 4.

B. Coding Algorithms
Some of the main coding algorithms
that we will use is switch statements, if
statements, and while statements. These
algorithms will be useful to program codes
that will continually look for obstacles and
heat sources, and only act when something
is detected, as shown in the flowchart (Fig.
5) below.

Fig. 5. Flow Chart of Obstacle Avoidance

Fig. 4. Relative Collector Current vs.
Distance
iiii. Bumper - the theory of the bumper is to
detect an obstacle hit, trigger code, and

IV. Design and Methodology
For our project, our robot will have a
visual camera, a thermal sensor, a sonar
sensor, and a photosensor. These sensors
are to be used in obstacle detection and
avoidance. There are different types of
methods to detecting and avoiding
obstacles. Our robot will use indirect sensor

detection and avoidance to try and detect
and avoid an obstacle before the robot hits
it. It will also use direct obstacle detection
and avoidance by having a 3D printed
bumper and switch sensors on the front of
the robot, intended to hit an object with
the bumper, activate the switch sensors,
and cause the robot to back up and turn to
avoid the obstacle. These different methods
of obstacle detection and avoidance
prevent the robot from getting stuck on
obstacles and from getting damaged from
colliding with obstacles. These two methods
and the sensors used for each can be seen
in Fig. 6.

3D printing the parts allows us to be able to
cut down on some of the cost of parts that
are either hard to get or sold as a full
bundle instead of the singular pieces we
need. So, it is allowing us to make the exact
part we need without having to go through
the hassle of trying to get that one specific
piece. It also allows us to make custom
modifications that will fit to our robot.
A. Visual Camera
The visual camera (Fig. 7)that we
chose, due to price, and modified is
a web-cam visual camera. This
camera must be connected to a
laptop computer, which restricts the
range of the robot. This is something
to improve upon in future
adaptations of the project.

Fig. 7. Visual Camera
Fig. 6. System Block Diagram
These methods of obstacle
detection and avoidance are not new and
have been used before. However, the cost
of other similar robots is much more, so our
robot is more cost effective and more
available to the public.
It will also include some 3D printed
parts for the body of the robot. The use of

B. Thermal Sensor
The thermal sensor (Fig. 8) detects
heat signatures and differences
between them. For example, if a
heat source is standing in a cold
room, the heat source will glow
bright in the thermal sensor, and the
colder areas will appear dark.

Fig. 8. Thermal Sensor
C. Sonar Sensor
The sonar sensor (Fig. 9) uses sound
pulse waves to detect if objects are
in front of the sensor. It does this by
recording the time between when
the pulse wave is sent out and when
it returns, after bouncing off an
object.

Fig. 10. TCRT5000 Photosensor
E. 3D Printing
The front bumper (Fig. 11) of the
robot was created using SolidWorks
and a 3D printer.

Fig. 11. Front Bumper

Fig. 9. Sonar Sensor
D. Photosensor
The photosensor (Fig. 10)detects
different light sources and responds
to them as objects. For example, a
dark spot detected by the
photosensor would be an object,
and a light area would be an open
area.

F. Laser Cutter
The main body of the robot (Fig. 12)
was designed in SolidWorks and cut
out with a Laser Cutter and acrylic.

Fig. 12. Body of Robot

J. Circuit Boards
The Sonar Sensor and Photosensor
Circuit Board (Fig. 13) below is
located on the front of the robot to
detect obstacles. A circuit schematic
of this circuit can be seen in FIg. 14
below.

Fig. 13. Sonar and Photosensor
Circuit Board

Fig. 14. Circuit Schematic of Sonar
and Photosensor Circuit Board
The Thermal Sensor schematic can
be seen below in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Thermal Sensor Schematic

The sensor’s connections to the
Netduino microcontroller board can be
seen in the System Block Diagram in Fig. 6.
V. Experiment and Evaluation
In this section we will describe the
tests run on the sensors and robot
functions. We will also evaluate the code
for the sensors and for the robot’s
movements.
A. Experiment/Testing
To test our robot’s functionality and
the functionality of the sensors, we
ran it through a series of obstacles.
We ran it straight at an obstacle to
test the bumper function, sonar
sensor, and photosensor each
separately. We also ran it at a heat
source obstacle to test the thermal
sensor.
The sensor that worked the most
efficiently was the bumper sensor
that triggered when the robot hit an
obstacle. The other sensors didn’t
detect the obstacle at the range that
we had hoped. Instead their range
of detection was quite small, as
discussed in the VI. Limitation and
Future Work section below.
The test that we performed on the
sensors was to set the robot up in
front of an obstacle and have the
robot move forward. The test was to
see at what distance the sensor
would find the obstacle and trigger
the robot to stop. The sensor was
considered a success if it triggered
the robot to stop before it hit an
obstacle and the sensor was
considered a failure if it didn't cause

The Thermal Sensor did not
work like we had expected
and hoped. Like the
photosensor, the range was
very short, only a couple
inches, and did not output a
thermal type image like we
had originally thought. The
way that the thermal sensor
was designed, made it
difficult to place it at the
front of the robot. However,
due to the limited range, it
too suffered the same fate as
the photosensor and never
worked correctly due to the
bumper sensor being
triggered first.

the robot to stop before the robot
hit the obstacle.
B. Evaluation
Overall, the sensors appeared to be
functioning correctly, but they didn’t
have very long ranges for obstacle
detection.
I.

Visual Camera
The visual camera was
limited by its cord length, but
it functioned well in being
able to see and detect
obstacles.

II.

Sonar Sensor
The Sonar Sensor worked
best with big obstacles and it
had a range of a few feet. It
did occasionally not detect
the obstacle as all, however
and the robot ran into it,
triggering the bumper
sensor. We are unsure why
this occurred, except
perhaps the sensor needs to
be upgraded.

III.

IV.

Photosensor
The Photosensor did not
have a good range and we
theorize this to be due to the
sensor itself being quite
small and not very strong.
The range was only a couple
inches and so it never really
worked because the bumper
sensor was triggered before
the photosensor could
trigger the robot to stop.
Thermal Sensor

V.

Bumper Senor
The front bumper sensor was
a success. It worked every
time we ran the robot into
an obstacle by stopping the
forward movement, backing
up, and then turning to avoid
the obstacle that it had just
hit. The goal was to not hit
any obstacle, and instead
detect them before the robot
hit them, but as a back-up
function the bumper sensor
worked quite well.

VI.

Sensors Together
The sensors didn’t really
work well together due to
the limited range issues. The
limited range for the
Photosensor and Sonar
Sensor ensured that they
never got to trigger the robot
to stop before the Bumper
sensor ran into the obstacle

and was triggered. In the
future, with sensors with
longer ranges, this problem
may be able to be solved.
C. Results

Fig. 16. Effectiveness of Sensors vs. Distance
to Object.
Overall, as seen in the graph above (Fig. 16),
the bumper sensor always worked after an
obstacle was hit. The sonar sensor
performed the second best, but the range
was quite short and usually occurred when
it was very close to the obstacle, or it just
sometimes failed entirely. The photo-sensor
and thermal sensor failed the tests and only
worked when the ‘obstacle’ was directly in
front of the sensor.
We attempted to fix these issues by
adjusting the code, but were unable to
create longer ranges for any of the sensors.
The visual camera, not represented in the
graph above, worked well in obstacle
detection, but due to it being a modified
webcam, the camera has to be plugged into
a laptop computer in order to be viewed.
Due to this limitation for the visual camera,
the range was quite short that the robot
could move away from the laptop and stay
plugged in, this was fixed with an extension
usb cord to the laptop.

VI. Limitation and Future Work
In this section we will discuss the
limitations of our project and how we may
improve upon it in the future.
A. Limited Range
The sensors that we used have quite
limited range for their detection
abilities. The visual camera’s range is
as long as the usb plug to the laptop
allows. This could be improved upon
by upgrading the visual camera to a
wireless camera. For the Sonar
Sensor, the range was only a couple
feet and it tended to vary with what
the object was (solid large objects
were easier to detect). For the
Photosensor and Thermal sensor the
range was less than a foot and those
sensors only triggered when the
‘object’ was right in front of the
sensor. Upgrading the sensors
would theoretically improve their
range.
B. 360 Degree Capabilities
One limitation of this project is that
the robot does not have 360 degree
range for the sensors or visual
camera, instead it only has them
facing the front. This limits the
sensor's ability to detect obstacles
around the robot, to only in front of
it. To fix this problem we could
implement multiple sensors and
visual cameras around the robot
facing each direction.
To improve upon this project and fix
these limitations, higher-end sensors would
need to be implemented onto the robot.
This would solve the problem of the limited
range, and adding on more sensors, facing

in each direction, would solve the problem
of the 360 degree detection.
VII. Conclusion
In conclusion, this project has been
an educational success. We were able to
implement the difference sensors onto our
robot and make our robot run. The overall
goal of this project was to create an
affordable and attainable robot with
sensors that could be used for human
detection in disaster areas or hard to reach
areas. We were successful in our goal, but
due to sensor limitations and cord lengths,
we still have improvements to make.

Fig. 18. Top view without Visual Camera

We also set out to make a thermal
detection robot, but due to issues with
getting the thermal sensor functioning, the
thermal side of the detection was not
obtained.
VIII. Photos of Robot

Fig. 19. Side view with Bumper Attached

Fig. 17. Front view without Bumper
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XI. Appendix - Code

Robot Movement

using System;
using System.Net;
using System.Net.Sockets;
using System.Threading;
using Microsoft.SPOT;
using Microsoft.SPOT.Hardware;
using SecretLabs.NETMF.Hardware;
using
SecretLabs.NETMF.Hardware.Netduino;
namespace Rover.Move
{
public class Program
{
//variable interface pins
static Cpu.Pin outPortEnablePin =
Pins.GPIO_PIN_D0;
static Cpu.Pin outPortLeftDirectionPin
= Pins.GPIO_PIN_D1;
static Cpu.Pin outPortRightDirectionPin
= Pins.GPIO_PIN_D2;
static Cpu.PWMChannel
pwmLeftSpeedPin =
PWMChannels.PWM_PIN_D3;
static Cpu.PWMChannel
pwmRightSpeedPin =
PWMChannels.PWM_PIN_D11;
//consant variables
const bool ENABLE = false;
const double DEFAULT_SPEED = .5;
const bool LEFT_FORWARD = false;
const bool RIGHT_FORWARD = false;
//rover port variables
static OutputPort enableOutput;
static OutputPort leftDirectionOutput;
static OutputPort rightDirectionOutput;
static PWM leftSpeedPWM;
static PWM rightSpeedPWM;
//enum for valid rover movements

public enum RoverMove
{
FORWARD,
BACKWARD,
ROTATE_LEFT,
ROTATE_RIGHT,
PIVIT_LEFT,
PIVIT_RIGHT,
STOP
}
public static void Main()
{
//output ports
enableOutput = new
OutputPort(outPortEnablePin, !ENABLE);
leftDirectionOutput = new
OutputPort(outPortLeftDirectionPin,
LEFT_FORWARD);
rightDirectionOutput = new
OutputPort(outPortRightDirectionPin,
RIGHT_FORWARD);
//set PWM output to 0
leftSpeedPWM = new
PWM(pwmLeftSpeedPin, 1000, 0, false);
rightSpeedPWM = new
PWM(pwmRightSpeedPin, 1000, 0, false);
//PWM requires start command
leftSpeedPWM.Start();
rightSpeedPWM.Start();

}

enableOutput.Write(!ENABLE);
//MoveForward();
TestMoves();
enableOutput.Write(ENABLE);

public static void MoveForward()
{
leftDirectionOutput.Write(LEFT_FORWARD
);

rightDirectionOutput.Write(RIGHT_FORWA
RD);
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
DEFAULT_SPEED;
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
DEFAULT_SPEED;
}
public static void Stop()
{
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle = 0;
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle = 0;
}
public static void MoveForward (int
duration)
{
MoveForward();
Thread.Sleep(duration);
Stop();
}
public static void Move (RoverMove
move, double speed)
{
switch (move)
{
case
RoverMove.FORWARD:
leftDirectionOutput.Write(LEFT_FORWARD
);
rightDirectionOutput.Write(RIGHT_FORWA
RD);
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
speed;
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle
= speed;
break;
case
RoverMove.BACKWARD:

leftDirectionOutput.Write(!LEFT_FORWAR
D);
rightDirectionOutput.Write(!RIGHT_FORWA
RD);
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
speed;
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle
= speed;
break;
case
RoverMove.ROTATE_LEFT:
leftDirectionOutput.Write(LEFT_FORWARD
);
rightDirectionOutput.Write(!RIGHT_FORWA
RD);
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
speed;
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle
= speed;
break;
case
RoverMove.ROTATE_RIGHT:
leftDirectionOutput.Write(!LEFT_FORWAR
D);
rightDirectionOutput.Write(RIGHT_FORWA
RD);
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
speed;
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle
= speed;
break;
case
RoverMove.PIVIT_LEFT:
//leftDirectionOutput.Write(LEFT_FORWAR
D);

rightDirectionOutput.Write(RIGHT_FORWA
RD);
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
0;
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle
= speed;
break;
case
RoverMove.PIVIT_RIGHT:
leftDirectionOutput.Write(LEFT_FORWARD
);
//rightDirectionOutput.Write(RIGHT_FORW
ARD);
leftSpeedPWM.DutyCycle =
speed;
rightSpeedPWM.DutyCycle
= 0;
break;
case RoverMove.STOP:
Stop();
break;
default:
break;
}
//Stop();
}
public static void Move (RoverMove move)
{
Move(move, DEFAULT_SPEED);
}
public static void Move(RoverMove
move, int duration)
{
Move(move);
Thread.Sleep(duration);
Stop();
}

Thermal Sensor
using System;

using System.Net;
using System.Net.Sockets;
using System.Threading;
using Microsoft.SPOT;
using Microsoft.SPOT.Hardware;
using SecretLabs.NETMF.Hardware;
using
SecretLabs.NETMF.Hardware.Netduino;
using Rover.Hardware;
namespace Rover.ThermalSensor
{
public static void Main()
{
mainThread =
Thread.CurrentThread;
roverDisplay = new LCD1602V3();
roverDrive = new Drive(
Pins.GPIO_PIN_D0,
//enable
Pins.GPIO_PIN_D1,
//left
direction
Pins.GPIO_PIN_D2,
//right
direction
PWMChannels.PWM_PIN_D3,
//left speed
PWMChannels.PWM_PIN_D11);
//right speed
irSensor = new
IRSensor(AnalogChannels.ANALOG_PIN_
A2, 1.5);
irSensor.OnIRHit +=
IRSensor_OnHit;
ThermSensor = new
ThermSensor(Pins.GPIO_PIN_A4,
Pins.GPIO_PIN_A3);

}

//irSensor.Enable();
currentSensor.Enable();
roverDrive.Enable();
DoWork();

static void IRSensor_OnHit(object seder,
EventArgs e)
{
mainThread.Suspend();
roverDrive.Disable();
roverDisplay.ClearDisplay();
roverDisplay.Write("IR Obstacle!");
roverDisplay.ChangePosition(1, 0);
roverDisplay.Write("Rover
Disabled.");
}
Bumper and Sonar Sensor/Photosensor
using System;
using System.Net;
using System.Net.Sockets;
using System.Threading;
using Microsoft.SPOT;
using Microsoft.SPOT.Hardware;
using SecretLabs.NETMF.Hardware;
using
SecretLabs.NETMF.Hardware.Netduino;
using Rover.Hardware;
namespace Rover.Sonar
{
public class Program
{
static Drive roverDrive;
static LCD1602V3 roverDisplay;
static InterruptPort bumper;
static DateTime
Bumper_LastInterruptTime;
static Thread mainThread;
static InterruptPort encoder;
static long encoderCount;
static CurrentSensor currentSensor;
static IRSensor irSensor;
static SonarSensor sonarSensor;
public static void Main()
{
mainThread =
Thread.CurrentThread;

roverDisplay = new LCD1602V3();
roverDrive = new Drive(
Pins.GPIO_PIN_D0,
//enable
Pins.GPIO_PIN_D1,
//left
direction
Pins.GPIO_PIN_D2,
//right
direction
PWMChannels.PWM_PIN_D3,
//left speed
PWMChannels.PWM_PIN_D11);
//right speed
bumper = new
InterruptPort(Pins.GPIO_PIN_D12, false,
Port.ResistorMode.Disabled,
Port.InterruptMode.InterruptEdgeLow);
//bumper.OnInterrupt += new
NativeEventHandler(Bumper_OnBump);
encoder = new
InterruptPort(Pins.GPIO_PIN_D13, true,
Port.ResistorMode.Disabled,
Port.InterruptMode.InterruptEdgeHigh);
encoder.OnInterrupt += new
NativeEventHandler(Encoder_OnPulse);
currentSensor = new
CurrentSensor(AnalogChannels.ANALOG_
PIN_A1, .2);
currentSensor.OnCurrentLimit +=
CurrentSensor_OnCurrentLimit;
irSensor = new
IRSensor(AnalogChannels.ANALOG_PIN_
A2, 1.5);
irSensor.OnIRHit +=
IRSensor_OnHit;
sonarSensor = new
SonarSensor(Pins.GPIO_PIN_A4,
Pins.GPIO_PIN_A3);

}

//irSensor.Enable();
currentSensor.Enable();
roverDrive.Enable();
DoWork();

static void Bumper_OnBump(uint port,
uint state, DateTime time)
{
try
{
if
(Bumper_LastInterruptTime.AddMillisecond
s(500) < time)
{
mainThread.Suspend();
roverDisplay.ClearDisplay();
roverDisplay.Write("Bumper!");
roverDisplay.ChangePosition(1,

0);
avoid.");

roverDisplay.Write("Moving to

Maneuver maneuver = new
Maneuver(Actions.BACKWARD, .3, 5000);
roverDrive.Move(maneuver);
maneuver = new
Maneuver(Actions.ROTATE_LEFT, .3,
2000);
roverDrive.Move(maneuver);
Bumper_LastInterruptTime =
DateTime.Now;
mainThread.Resume();

}

}
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
roverDrive.Disable();
roverDisplay.Write(ex.Message);
}

private static void
Encoder_OnPulse(uint port, uint state,
DateTime time)
{

}

encoderCount++;

static void
CurrentSensor_OnCurrentLimit(object
sender, EventArgs e)
{
roverDrive.Disable();
roverDisplay.ClearDisplay();
roverDisplay.Write("Current Limit!");
roverDisplay.ChangePosition(1, 0);
roverDisplay.Write("Rover
Disabled.");
}
static void IRSensor_OnHit(object
seder, EventArgs e)
{
mainThread.Suspend();
roverDrive.Disable();
roverDisplay.ClearDisplay();
roverDisplay.Write("IR Obstacle!");
roverDisplay.ChangePosition(1, 0);
roverDisplay.Write("Rover
Disabled.");
}

